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PHOTO: A steep slope to creekline site of the Bull Creek area
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INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND

To facilitate the implementation of revegetation work in the Bull Creek area the following
guidelines are presented. These guidelines have been derived from several site visits in the
Bull Creek area along with observations of remnant vegetation on roadsides in the area.
The guidelines are to be used as a guide only as each individual site contains its own
unique characteristics. Each site therefore requires appropriate revegetation activities to be
carried out for the site.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES BEHIND VEGETATION RESTORATION

The general principle behind revegetation is to establish plants in an area that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Suit the site characteristics
Are local to the area
Belong together naturally
Have been grown from local seed.

These plant selection factors will contribute to the initial success of the project. However
correct establishment techniques will enhance successful establishment and a longer term
commitment to manage revegetation is required for it future success. It is important to
manage and control feral animal and plants. Areas where weeds are removed need to be
planted with local species, and the replacement of plants that were unsuccessful in the
initial planting maybe required.
The method of establishment will vary according to the following site and plant
characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Slope
Area of revegetation
Seed and plant availability
Propagation difficulty
Soil type

The aim for revegetation activities is to find the most cost effective establishment method
that takes into consideration all of the variables mentioned above. The amount of time
available for the landowner to implement the works is also an important factor.
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REGIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

The area between the Bull Creek Range and the low range directly to the East of Bull Creek
are subject to a relatively high rainfall (800mm per annum) and therefore contain similar
types of plants and groups of plants across the area.
The topography of the area varies from high ranges to undulating hills and steep valleys
with rocky slopes. This hilly topography and areas of floodplain along Bull Creek and its
tributaries, collect and move water into the Finniss River to the South.

PHOTO: A typical site with gentle hills and numerous small valleys between.

The soil types vary considerably from Meadows to Ashbourne and many properties will
have a selection of the following soil types:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Deep black and brown clays
Loams, shallow and deep
Red clays
Sandy ridges and hummocks (Ashbourne)

These different soil conditions affect the movement of water through the area and help
determine where to plant and what establishment method to use.
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REVEGETATION METHODOLOGY

Considering a combination of establishment methods can often be the best approach to
revegetating a site. This will assist to achieve success on any site and in any given season.
Machine direct seeding is the most cost effective way to revegetate large areas of land.
However the slope of the land will determine the suitability for machine seeding. The seeder
is usually towed behind a four-wheel drive vehicle or a tractor, so access and slope can
restrict its use. Heavy clays can restrict use where they become difficult to traverse when
wet, the press wheel can also become boggy affecting seeding, therefore the window of
activity on these sites is limited. Machine seeding uses considerable quantities of seed
compared to tube stock or hand seeding, the quantities of seed available will also
determine the use of machine seeding for revegetation establishment.
Hand-seeding can be used in almost every situation, it is labour intensive and often used in
conjunction with other methods. Steep slopes can be hand seeded where it is too steep for
a machine seeder, and difficult to move tube stock up and down the slopes.
Seeding by both machine and hand may require the pre-treatment of seed, such as heating
or cooling of seed, for germination to occur quickly (2-3 weeks). Different types of seed
require different treatments and some require no treatment, advice should be sort on
appropriate treatment techniques.

PHOTO: A site suitable for hand seeding given the slope of the land and area to be revegetated
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Seedlings in tubes or cells can be used in all situations, using seedlings is labour intensive
and expensive on a large scale. However ordering of plants in cells (smaller containers) can
be a cheaper option, this usually requires larger quantities to be ordered and getting
together a bulk order can be advantageous.
Natural regeneration is often the preferred method for areas already containing native
vegetation. A management strategy needs to be implemented which promotes the natural
recruitment of native species to the area, factors such as grazing and weed control need to
be incorporated. Natural Regeneration can often be combined effectively with some hand
seeding to “kick-start” the process, this must be done with caution so as not to alter the
natural characteristics of that vegetation type. This is particularly important in grassy
woodland ecosystems.

PHOTO: Areas with remnant vegetation are often best managed with on-going weed control to
promote the colonisation of native plants.
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Sometimes the best approach to revegetation is to “hedge your bets”, which simply means
to use a combination of all of the methods available. This can often mean that using direct
seeding in conjunction with planting can compensate for seasonal fluctuations. This will at
least ensure that despite unpredictable weather, something will survive into the next year
(see fig 1).

Figure 1. Hedging your bets, using different establishment techniques across a site

Tube stock when planted correctly and at a suitable time of year will provide guaranteed
plant material (as long as the threat of vermin and weeds has been addressed). Direct
seeding can be very successful, however the germination of some species will be
dependent upon favourable climatic conditions. Therefore a combination of both tube stock
and hand seeding is often the best way to start a revegetation project. Seed put in the
ground during hand seeding can continue to germinate for a number of years after the initial
sowing, this provides a continual supply of new plant material.
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THREATS

As previously mentioned, unexpected weather patterns can affect germination in direct
seeding, however selection of correct species can partly overcome this problem.
The biggest threats to revegetation work often come from inadequate weed control and
grazing from vermin (rabbits and hares). Direct seeding can be effected severely from redlegged earth mite and snails, so this needs to be taken into account before the project
begins. Kangaroos can also do a lot of damage through grazing especially when in large
numbers.
The following list can be used as a checklist before planting:
1. Area for planting/seeding be sprayed with a translocated herbicide two months before
implementation. If possible, this could also take place in the year prior to planting/
seeding.
2. Rabbit/hare control be implemented in conjunction with revegetation work (Animal and
Plant Control Board can provide advice, also on weed control).
3. If direct-seeding, spray for red-legged earth mite if required.
4. Snail bait should be laid if required.
5. Guard plants if Kangaroos present a major threat.
6. Plan for on-going maintenance after planting.
7. If ripping is required on hard ground, this needs to be done 12 months before planting if
possible.
8. Make sure fences for stock are finished before planting.
These actions will not be required for every site, but may need to be incorporated into a
revegetation plan, dependent on site conditions.
It should be noted that weed control is just that, it is the control of weeds for the
establishment period. Weeds will return to the area, but if adequate planting density is
achieved then competition from native plants will help to suppress weeds.
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Some species of weeds are particularly difficult to control and professional advice should
be sought to obtain the best methodology for a single species or group of species.
The planting of Themeda triandra (Kangaroo Grass) in areas of Phalaris can also assist in
its control. This native grass does well in high rainfall and fertile soils, and can hold it’s own
against Phalaris once established.

PHOTO: Area with thick Phalaris, it is essential to slash first before spraying in areas like this. This
may need to be done several times before planting. High planting densities are essential to help
control this species.
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SPECIES SELECTION

In general the vegetation communities of this region consist of open forests and woodlands
of manna gum, some messmate stringy bark, red gum and blue gum, sheoak, and pink gum
on the drier sites. There are also some small pockets of cup gum more commonly found
towards Ashbourne.
The mid-storey is often dominated by silver banksia, golden wattle, native cherry and
wirilda. Blackwood is common throughout the region, reaching maximum heights in the
wetter areas.
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Following is a general species list for revegetation within this region:
Botanical name
Common name
Plant type
Recommended
C=canopy M= mid- establishment
storey U=
method DS= direct
understorey
seeding T= tube
stock, C=Cells
Acacia acinacea
Gold dust wattle
M
DS/T
Acacia
Blackwood
C
T
melanoxylon*
Acacia myrtifolia
Myrtle wattle
M
T/DS
Acacia paradoxa
Kangaroo thorn
M
T/DS
Acacia pycnantha
Golden wattle
M
T/DS
Acacia
Wirilda
M
T/DS
retinodes(hills
form)
Allocasuarina
Slaty sheoak
M
T/DS
muelleriana
Allocasuarina
Drooping sheoak
C
T/DS
verticillata
Arthropodium
Vanilla lily
U
T
strictum
Banksia marginata Silver banksia
M
T
Baumea juncea *
Bare twig rush
Grass-like
T
Bossiaea prostrata Creeping bossiaea U
T
Bursaria spinosa
Sweet bursaria
M
T
Callistemon
Scarlet bottlebrush M
T/DS
rugulosus #
Calytrix tetragona
Fringe myrtle
U/M
T
Carex appressa **
Tall sedge
Grass-like
T
Carex breviculmis * Short-stem sedge
Grass-like
T
Carex tereticaulis*
sedge
Grass-like
C
Chorizandra
Black bristle rush
Grass-like
T
enodis*
Clematis
Old mans beard
Climber
T
microphylla
Cyperus vaginatus* Flat sedge
U
C
Danthonia
Wallaby grass
U
C
Daviesia
Bitter pea
U/M
T
leptophylla
Daviesia ulicifolia
Gorse bitter pea
U
T
ssp. incarnata
Dianella revoluta
Black anther flax
U
T
var revoluta
lily
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Dillwynia hispida
Distichlis
distichophylla *
Dodonaea viscosa
ssp spatulata
Eleocharis acuta **
Eucalyptus
camaldulensis*
Eucalyptus
cosmophylla
Eucalyptus
fasciculosa
Eucalyptus
leucoxylon*
Eucalyptus obliqua
Eucalyptus
viminalis ssp
cygnetensis*
Eutaxia
microphylla var
microphylla
Gahnia sieberiana
*#
Gahnia trifida * #
Goodenia ovata*
Grevillea
lavandulacea var
sericea
Hakea carinata
Hakea rostrata
Hakea rugosa
Hardenbergia
violacea
Hibbertia riparia
Isolepis nodosa
Isopogon
ceratophyllus
Juncus pallidus*
Juncus
subsecundis*
Kennedia prostrata

Red parrot pea
Emu grass

U
Grass

T
T/C

Hop bush

M

DS/T

Common spike
rush
Red gum

Grass like

T

C

DS/T

Cup gum

C

DS/T

Pink gum

C

DS/T

Blue gum

C

DS/T

Messmate
stringybark
Manna gum

C

DS/T

C

DS/T

Eutaxia

U

T

Red fruit cutting
grass
Cutting grass
Hop goodenia
Lavender grevillea

Grass-like

T

Grass-like
M/U
U

T
T
T

Needlewood
Beaked hakea
Dwarf Hakea
Native lilac

M
M
M/U
U

T
T
T
T

Guinea flower
Club rush
Cone bush

U
U/Grass-like
U

T
C
T

Pale rush
Finger rush

Grass-like
Grass-like

C
C

Running postman

U

T
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Leptospermum
Prickly tea tree
M
continentale
Leptospermum
Wooly tea-tree
M
lanigerum **
Leptospermum
Heath tea-tree
M
myrsinoides
Lomandra
Pointed mat rush
U
densiflora
Lomandra
Mat rush
U
micrantha ssp
micrantha
Lomandra
Stiff mat rush
U
multiflora ssp dura
Microlaena
Rice grass
U
stipoides
Olearia ramulosa
Twiggy daisy bush
M
Phragmites
Common reed
Creek line
australis**
Phyllota
Heathy phyllota
U
pleurandioides #
Platylobium
Common bitter pea U
obtusangulum
Pultenaea
Large-leaved bush U
daphnoides
pea
Pultenaea
Twiggy bush pea
U
largiflorens
Pultenaea
Matted bush pea
U
pendunculata
Rubus parvifolius * Native raspberry
U
Scaevola albida
Fan flower
U
Schoenus apogon
Common bog-rush Grass-like
**
Stipa sp
Spear grass
U
Themeda triandra
Kangaroo grass
U
Typha domingensis Narrow leaf
Grass-like
**
bulrush
Typha orientalis **
Broad leaf bulrush
Grass-like
Xanthorrhoea
Yakka
M
semiplana
# Occurs close to Ashbourne
* Prefers moisture

DS/C
T/DS
T
T
T

T
C
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
C
T/C
T
T
T
** Requires permanent moisture

Please note a significant proportion of this list has come from the Trees for Life order
booklet for this region, a copy of this is available to land-owners who order trees through
this program.
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Although the above list provides a comprehensive list to choose from, it is important to
avoid planting all of the species together on the one site (unless the site encompasses all of
the landforms of the region). Remember that some plants are more common to the hills
than others, and that others are suited to creek lines. Appropriate selection must be made
for each revegetation site.
Figure 2 illustrates some of the possible combinations of species and where they can be
planted in the landscape.

Figure 2: Topographical cross-section, possible species placement

Several species of gum occur in the Bull Creek area and are widespread from the top of the
range to the creek line, it is therefore not always possible to predict the “right place“ a
species should be planted.
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The following table provides a brief summary of where the main canopy species can be
found and could be established within the Bull Creek area.
Acacia melanoxylon
Allocasuarina
verticillata
Eucalyptus
camaldulensis
Eucalyptus
cosmophylla
Eucalyptus
fasciculosa
Eucalyptus
leucoxylon
Eucalyptus obliqua
Eucalyptus viminalis
ssp cygnetensis

8

Widespread from the hill tops of the Range down the slopes
to Bull Creek, does well in wet areas.
Often found on more fertile soils within the area, will tolerate
rocky sites, plant singularly and in small groups across area.
On the flood plains adjacent to Bull Creek often will dominate
over other species of gum in the same area.
Inhabits damp to wet areas, often on poorly drained or rocky
soil, plant in small groups.
Common throughout the area, often growing on drier poorer
soils, can be planted throughout area.
Widespread on more fertile soils, does well with red gum on
the floodplain, however is found all over the area.
Dominant along the Bull creek range enjoys clay soils,
confined mainly to uppermost hilltops.
Widespread throughout the area, one of the dominant
remnant tree species, plant across all sites.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

There are many opinions on the “best” way to design your revegetation works, often the
outcome you wish to achieve and the available resources will drive the final design.
In high rainfall areas it is important to cover as much of the ground as possible with native
plants. This will assist in the suppression of weeds and make habitat available to native
fauna as quickly as possible. Planting in groups of single species can assist that species to
produce seed quickly, which in turn will promote germination of that species within the
revegetation areas.
Figures 3 and 4 provide an example of how you may approach a creek line planting. Here
plants are placed in small “groups” of the same species, or as tight groups of mixed
species. This method can use a lot of plant material, where up to 1000 plants per hectare
(tubes or hand seeding spots) can be established in areas with high rainfall and fertile soils.
This dense planting can overcome problems with weed competition within a few years.
If this quantity of plant material is not available, then the “groups” can be separated to
provide easy access for weed control in between these plantings. Leaving spaces between
groups is important for small species of birds which will often feed on flying insects in these
spaces and return to the safety of the dense pockets of vegetation.
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Figure 3: Creek line revegetation, reducing creek erosion

The use of tree guards can also aid in weed control. Tree guards allow the spraying of
weed species to take place between plants, with minimal damage due to spray drift. Larger
spaces between groups can allow access for slashing to take place as a method of weed
control.
When rehabilitating a creek line with sedges and rushes then the density of planting will
reach maximum levels. It is not uncommon to plant up to 10 plants per square metre in
these conditions. Creeks are areas of high productivity for both weeds and native plants,
therefore higher densities are required to increase pressure on weed species through
competition. Spot spraying is preferred over blanket spraying as it reduces the amount of
disturbance to the area. Disturbance will often promote the germination of weed species;
therefore only spraying where planting is going to occur is the preferred method.
In larger areas where machine direct seeding is going to take place it is important to look at
the potential run off when putting in the seeding lines. To avoid lines collecting water they
should work with the contours of the land. Breaking up the lines (pitting) is another method
which avoids seed being washed out of the lines after heavy rains.
As mentioned earlier, the seeding lines can be in any pattern such as straight lines, curves
or crossing over for example. Whatever pattern is decided upon, keep in mind that weed
control may be required for a number of years after the seeding and that some patterns
may increase the difficulty of carrying this out effectively. However, crossing lines will
improve habitat potential and therefore increase biodiversity value, through more closely
replicating the natural structure of remnant vegetation.
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Very few projects are achieved in one planting, so the shape of your revegetation site will
change over a number of years as more plants are planted, and as the plants established
start to reproduce themselves.

Figure 4: Example of creek
line revegetation plan

Key to figure 4:
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TIMING

Timing of seeding is just as important as plant selection and weed control. Seeding too
early or too late can yield poor results. The same can be said for planting but not usually to
the same degree, poor establishment could be particularly evident where planting takes
place very late in the season.
The aim is plant/seed at a time to maximise growth for that year and minimise stress.
Planting of tube stock can take place after the first rains, however, the plants will not put on
much growth until the soil temperatures rise in early spring. This is not a problem unless the
weed regime on the property includes competitive spring germinating weeds. If this is the
case then these weeds will be directly competing with the newly planted natives and can
inhibit their growth. Spot spraying at the end of winter/ beginning of spring can avoid
competition, with planting taking place a few weeks after spraying in August/September.
This minimises the weed competition and still provides for sufficient rain to settle in the new
plants.
Direct seeding can also be carried out at this time of year, for the same reasons of weed
control and soil moisture. It also allows the fine seeds in the seeding mix to be exposed to
the moisture of spring and the rising soil temperatures, this increases the germination rate
of some species.
Timing of establishment is generally set fairly strongly by the seasons, however this can
vary from year to year with seasonal fluctuations. Always consider how the season is going,
if it is looking like a dry one perhaps postpone establishment for the following season
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